. One of more interesting current phenomena in area of military operations is growing importance of special operations and role of Special Forces.
At the edge of the twentieth century, most armed forces have begun to build up an elite combat unit, which in most cases were included in army structure. States with higher amount of forces also possessNavy and Air Force special units.
Generally their main task was to support the achievement of operational and strategic objectives and complementing of the conventional forces operations 4 . However, over the last decade there was a distinct turn in development of Special Forces that have become an important, wellfunctioning and separate component of modern armed forces, with its own structures and doctrines.
Increasingly, Special Forces acquire "joint" character, proving their immense usefulness across whole spectrum of contemporary conflicts, and thus have direct impact on operational art, strategy development and the conduct of military operations.
It could be argued that Special Forces are currently precursor of changes in way the modern operations are perceived and conducted. In addition, they offer a more effective and legitimate options in traditional approach to use of force by state.
Most conclusions are the result of lessons learnedand analysis regarding the way special forcesare used byUnited States and Australia.
1
In most of experts and analystsopinion just these two countries made the greatest contribution to the concept of Special Forces use.
Therefore they are the best example son how the Special Forces underwent a transformation, and in which direction changes will go 5 .
To commence broader analysis of Special Forces we must begin with its theoretical basics, although in this case practice and empirical experiments are certainly richer than poorly written theory 6 . Special forces, although often operate behind closed doors security policies of governments in mystery aura, without doubt, are the most glorified category of national forces by the media.
They are characterized by specific abilities and opportunities arising from the needs of a given state, for this reason, from the multinational operations perspective, have little in common beyond the status of being elite.
Given this, and no other circumstances, any attempt to define them, usually ends up on comparison of their capabilities with the capabilities of conventional forces -Special Forces as opposite to the main force which constitute defense forces.
Such tautological approach, however, is in its essence not very precise, because it should entail a broader set of military organizations with their various tasks and abilities.
For instance, certain Special Forces units can play role either internal policing or role of intelligence and reconnaissance, while others may perform airborne tasks.
An alternative and perhaps more appropriate approach seems to be to define what constitutes thatsuch activities (operations) can be called special and indicate of what kind of forces are chosen to conduct such kind of operations.
In western military thought operations/special activities are usually defined in the context of conventional high-intensity wars, shaped as result of twentieth century interstate conflictsexperiences.
For example, Edward Luttwak describes special operations as "independent military operations carried out by the self-sustained forces operate in hostile territory"
7
. Similarly, Foot special operations sees as "unconventional attacks [...] unexpected sudden strikes, usually conducted and carried out outside the area of ongoing operations that have a surprising effect on opponent -preferably at the highest level of command" 8 . However, Maurice Tougwelland David Chartres correctly note that these definitions are inadequate, due to lack of issues, that would indicate that modern special operations in many cases are executed outside the context of a conventional war.
What is associated with the fact that there is no properly defined "adversary" often not on "hostile territory" (although very likely still dangerous), and in fact does not always involve the use of violence" 9 . Tougwell and Chartres in their considerations go further and suggest the most likely coherent and complete definition of a special operation, which although formulated in 1984 is still valid:
5
Other states with the highly developed special forces are: the United Kingdom, South Africa and Israel. Unfortunately, in contrast to the United States and Australia, there is a very limited access to information about them. For these reasons, it is difficult to analyze transformation of forces in these countries. No 1 (31) 2016 "small-scale clandestine, secret, covert or overt operations of an unorthodox and frequently high-risk undertaken to achieve significant political or military objectives in support of policy
10
. Special operations are also characterized as a simple or complex operation, conducted with limited use of violence, involving the use of military and nonmilitary measures, including intelligence and supervised by the highest level of the state administration 11 .
If we look at the definition recognized by the U.S. Department of Defense it is seen, that its contents are similar to those previously quoted academic definition "special operations are the activities carried out in a hostile, unfriendly or politically sensitive environments to achieve military, diplomatic, informational and economic objectives by the use of military capabilities for which there is no need to apply a wide range of conventional forces
12
. If we look at the current Australian military doctrine we can find, that it defines special operations as a highly focused operations implemented at the tactical level, using unconventional military means for achieving broader operational and strategic effects. Equally important is that the Australian government acknowledges that the nature of operations is shaped by special circumstances like political and military factors, for this reason these have to be dealt with at the national level
13
. From the art of war theory perspective the most significant aspect of the Special Forces is the recognition of their operational utility. The concept of the operational usefulness endeavors to assess the effectiveness of certain types of military operations, taking into account the course and outcome of the conflict. Experts suggest that Special Forces may influence the outcome of the conflict at the tactical level in a direct manner while at the operational level, both indirect and direct. Colin Gray argues that the increasingly frequent decisions of the states to conduct special operations as well as associated with this phenomena noticeable recent development of Special Forces is largely due to their operational utility -it is their usefulness in providing "economy forces" and "extension of operational capacity"
14
. For Gray there are two "fundamental issues" that form the core of the operational usefulness of the Special Forces, so that one can get significant results with limited resources.
They act as "Force multiplier" to other conventional components operating in the area of operations and directly affect the conduct of activities
15
. Secondly, Special Forces expand the range of available options in the implementation of political and military objectives. Gray indicates that, in theory, governments always possess different possibilities in the use of force, for example, diplomatic solutions, sanctions etc. It notes, however, that in practice, "there are some situations that cannot be solved successfully without resorting to physical coercion.
Availability of Special Forces and their ability means that the state can use military force"in a flexible, limited and precise way"
16
. Gray in his study also presents seven operational utility aspects of special forces, which include: innovative action, influencing improve morale, being a showcase of military competence, providing moral support and mental humiliation of the enemy, enabling control of escalationand shaping the future 17 .
10
Ibid, pp.35. We should emphasize the difference between the meaning of "secret" and "hidden" adopted in the context of the definition. K.O 'Brien gives a concise definition, which indicates that the "secret operations refer to activities carried out by soldiers wearing uniforms [...] so their actions cannot be neither confirmed nor denied, but they are not released to the public information. In contrast the hidden operations refer to activities carried out by no uniformed soldiers or non-combatants, in such a way that their involvement may be denied. See Given the increasing complexity of modern security environment Mark Mitchell notes other issues, which in his belief are very important in the context of the operational usefulness of the Special Forces -"the ability to adapt to missions"
18 . Examples of Afghanistan and Iraq confirm that modern Special Forces are characterized by adaptability to diverse, constantly changing situations and conditions and possess skills, experience and operational maturity having allowed using them in the broad spectrum of tasks.
One can ask question whether modern Special Forces vary significantly from its historical predecessors or recent precursors. Over the millennia, in fight against an opponent, society used methods of conducting operations using irregular or raid units. One cans even refer to Roman and Persian empires era, which led operation in unconventional character already 1500 years ago.
In nineteenth and early twentieth century British fought desperately on the India north-western boundary with the adversary, who led the military operations of an irregular and unconventional character What has changed in relation to that period and what draws more and more attention is the fact that modern Special Forces required to maintain an extremely wide range of tasks in a highly complex global security environment. To achieve these tasks must have a completely new and innovative ability. These new tasks include: conducting operations in a global framework within preemptive action including so called Global War on Terrorism, role in shaping national security, national fight against terrorism, several key tasks outside the scope of combat operations, including fight against narcotic traffic and tasks in area of crisis response.
Special Forces are increasingly being used to conduct operations on a global scale in different regions of the world in the context of preemptive action -expeditionary operations. Undoubtedly on undertaking this kind of operationshave had impact attacks in 11 September 2001 and October 2002.
Both stressed the requirementfor taking preemptive action or at least maintain the ability for preemptive military actions against two key factors of terrorism: international terrorism and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
Special Forces have become "forces of choice" for both international counter-terrorism operations and activities aimed at stopping the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. One of the recent RAND reports indicates that such an offensive orientation in the fight against terrorism is clearly different from previous efforts in this area
21
. Offensive tasks in the fight against terrorism are not conducted by United States armed forces, but also their coalition partners and partner states.
The exact nature as well as amount of undertaken operations remains a topsecret due to operational security reasons, however there are indications that suggest a high rate of these activities.
Thomas In addition to these visible actions in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. special forces were engaged in an offensive combat terrorism operations in the Philippines, Djibouti, Yemen,Somalia, Pakistan, Georgia, Uzbekistan and Colombia
23
. It is estimated that from 11 September 2001, United States Special Forces have likely performed more than 4,000 different kinds of operations in more than 100 countries. Unofficially it is said that as a result abovementioned actions have been taken, killed or captured over two hundred terrorist groups' leaders planning actions in twenty different countries . This was a significant step because since then have exist special forces command, which have primary control over all ongoing offensive operations against terrorism around the world. Usability special forces in a global nature, is not only because their ability to conduct war operations, but more importantly so called soft capabilities ie. linguistic skills, specializations in cultural, political area and use of information technics. This kind of "soft capabilities" Special Forces have developed in recent times, and as operational cases show brought success that Anthony Cordesmanhas labeled them as "snake eaters with master's degrees"
28
. Since the mid-90s of last century Special Forces have been used more often to carry out various "nontraditional" military tasks. It went beyond current range of military operations and was related with support of the broader national security policy objectives and international efforts to maintain peace
29
. Undoubtedly, the reason for increased use of Special Forces was their high readiness and wide range of activities as opposed to a conventional unit. In the world Special Forces have begun to develop unique capabilities within national forces and maintain a high level of training required for conduct of activities with minimal risk. Significant achievements in carrying out nontraditional nature tasks caused that Special Forces now become a common tool in the hands of politicians and governments in the case of international crises. Australia and United States are instanceswhich in the 90's last century repeatedly used their special forces to conduct nontraditional tasks 30 such as counter-narcotic operations, tracking and capturing terrorists and war criminals. Starting in the mid-90s of last century, the U.S. government began to use Special Forces to conduct covert and overt action against the drug industry in South and Central America. It is significant that only Special Forces were able to carry out such kind of attack in extremely short period of time without much preparation. This fact indicates that very likely such abilities will be increasingly used by states to fight against drug trafficking.
One of the major tasks of Special Forces was to detect and capture key persons so called key targets.
As an example of this might be German Otto Skorzeny kidnapping during the Second World War or Chinese leadership Ah How in the Malay jungle in 1958
36
. Currently Special Forces are tasked with similar nature mission in case of two very different types of targets: international war criminals and leaders of international terrorist groups. Today's tasks have however several specific characteristics underlying their uniqueness.
Firstly, task of locating and capture these targets more often is conducted in no well-defined area of operations or even in a specific geographical area. Secondly intelligence requirements that are required for success of the mission have inter-agency and multinational character as so require high levels coordination and cooperation. Thirdly Special Forces are forced to act in contrary to accepted norms and conventions of war and even against opposing public and political rhetoric 37 . Especially notable were operationsof various countries special forces in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The International Criminal Court for the former Yugoslavia after approval of Dayton Peace Agreement in 1995 has indicted a number of war criminals. Both the NATO stabilization force and current resident -European forces are aware of the problems arising from the remaining war criminals on loose. The task of finding and arrest criminals was mostly designated to United States and Great Britain. During OEF special forces were used to conduct unconventional operations in two ways. Firstly in the words of former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld "you do not wipe out terrorists using conventional means you can do this by unconventional measures and using specialized combat skills which can provide only special forces personnel" . Soldiers of this unit had an enormous huge operational experience dated back from Central Asia many of them spoke local languages. This example shows the importance of long-term approach and commitment to the development of specific skills in unconventional Special Forces personnel activities.
One may note that in recent years of United States defense policy anunconventional activities have becomeparticularly important. In this context, special forces are now seen as a "global scout" which serves "to ensure allies and United States friends to carry out solutions of U.S. government 50 " that in future will be used to defeat a strong opponent "by means and methods so called antiaccess and anti-denial" Another important element contributing to Special Forces transformation is their organizational structure and way of training as well as new approaches to operations. Nature of special operations since end of World War II required combination of land and air assets operating simultaneously in a multidimensional way. Preliminary analysis of conventional armed forces selected alliance member states shows that in most cases they still cling to their own military service doctrines. Concurrently analysis of Special Forces shows that in many countries they transformed into a true organization of joint forces. Emphasis put on joint forces means that in terms of command and control (and even tactical cooperation) Special Forces use task forces and task groups not one service forces. Also great emphasis has been placed on developing interoperability with international Special Forces and increasingly non-governmental organizations which was already evident in peacekeeping operationsin 90's of the last century. As a result of these changes today's Special Forces are at forefront of many coalition and joint operations conducted within the framework of the global war on terrorand international peacekeeping. In turn, analysis of ways of conducting operations by special forces show a steady growth, high specialization andwide diversity of tactical procedures for operations in high-risk environments. Noteworthy are two new concepts in which Special Forces operate at tactical level. One of them relates to the combination of efforts land force special elements with Air Force. Second concerns use of network-centric in special operations.
Both concepts point out growing role of information and increasing use of advanced technology at an individual level.
The theory and practice of joint operations refers to "synergistic application of exceptional abilities and capabilities each of service forces in such a way, that the final result is a capability that is greater than the sum of its parts"
57
. Striving towards joint operations caused by two factors: natural advantages of services forces and changes in global strategic context. Substantial impacts have also civil and political requirements which necessitate a more precise application of combat power
58
. Joint operations involve series of interoperability problem that relate to four key areas: culture (modus operandi), technology, division of functions and organizational structures 59 . According to experts, conventional forces always struggled with these problems while Special Forces now reaping benefits of this, that are already inherently joint forces on several levels.
Firstly, special operations are usually multifaceted nature and for this reason require engagement, collaboration and synchronization the Army, Navy and Air elements. Because of that are becoming more interoperable with conventional forces i.e. "mutually provide services in a way allowing effective joint operations"
60
. Interoperability has been achieved through proper education and training system focused on jointness. Special Forces now have extensive experience in planning and executing joint operations in a wide spectrum of conflict. Moreover interact closely with other government agencies (border guards, customs, police and intelligence services), international organizations (UN or NATO ), non-governmental organizations and private companies paramilitaries. For more than a decade U.S. special forceshave been leading main role in adapting doctrine, education and training system for joint operations requirements.
It happened after 1986 when Congress of United States expressed concern for the position and status of Special Forces within overall United States defense planning. This was result revealed shortcomings and deficiencies of these forces after failed attempt to rescue hostages in Iran in 1979 during Operation Eagle Claw and problems during operation Urgent Fury in Granada in 1983. These concerns led to establishment of U.S. Special Operations Command authorized by an amendment to the Cohen-Numme Authorization Act amendment Department of Defense in 1987
61
. This law enabled creation of joint command supervising all special forces, responding directly to Secretary of Defense on budget, equipment, training and doctrinal issues 62 . U.S. Special Operations Command is one of nine "joint combat commands". As such, it is also responsible for planning, command and control of special operations and ensuring Special Forces support from Geographic Combatant Commander in area of security cooperation Special Forces units operating in Iraq used doctrine and principles of joint operations on several levels. First it was organization of a combined and joint character, in which partners from different countries have been fully integrated into a single command structure however with their national command elements. Secondly units conducted an independent, autonomous of small-scale operations, such as capturing airfields, coastal protection terminals supplying oil and previously mentioned search for Iraqi leaders. In one of recent work Michael Noonan introduced these "autonomous" operations as a characteristic feature of contemporary action and pointed out that the Special Forces, although small in number, reaching a disproportionately large result in achieving goal. There are three reasons for this: high standard of tasks accomplishment, experience and freedom in conducting such tasks
67
. Thirdly, Special Forces increasingly play role of a key component in operation area collaborating with land and air elements as well with nonmilitary one.
Examples this kinds of cooperation can be: tasksto find a rocket launcher (Scud Hunting) conducted by Australia and UK special forces western Iraq In northern Iraq Special Forces units played supporter role. Main task was to prevent Iraqi units deployed in this region to strengthen defense of Baghdad. In western Iraq special forces supported Air Force component removing SCUD launchers. Whereas in southern Iraq supported coalition land forces allowing them quick approach to Baghdad. So Special Forces acted both as a supporter and supported component, which required a completely new approach in integration of joint forces. In experts and analysts opinion this approach has been successful. It should be expected that as such will probably be considered as a model for future operations Within direct actions tasks Special Forces direct and point defined in targeting process targets at strategic and operational level and then these targets are destroyed by precision guided air missiles. In recognize tasks special forces define nature and specificity of targets, assessment and recognition of area after bombing 72 . Johny Huster proposes other possible innovative ways of using Special Forces. He says namely that joint forces commander can deploy Special Forces components that would act as a combat weapons system. Huster suggests in the process of targeting to take into account, special forces combat capabilities and consider them as so "Alternative option" intargets neutralization by air or missile Tomahawk means Howeverin the opinion of many experts application of this concept is limited by actual capabilities both forces components.
While strike on stationary targets with high precision in case of Air Forces is feasible, however locating and attacks against mobile targets, operating at critical time is still a very difficult task. Of course, use of Special Forces to find and eliminate operational and strategic level targets as part of air operation is nothing new. Many on this subject can be found in William Rosen publications who wrote on use of U.S. Special Forces "behind enemy line". Both during Vietnam War, as well as in Persian Gulf. Their activities concentrated on searching especially important targets and calling for air strikes 74 . Rosenan emphasizes that in both cases, these turned out to be much less successful than officially considered. The main reason of failure resulted from application by opposing side effective preventive measures. An additional problem was shortage in appropriate technical assets equipment and lack of situational awareness. It should be noted that role of such problems increases considering vast area and difficult terrain . A new approach to operations is mainly based on use precision weapons, provided by air means operating at safe altitudes supported by special forcesteams which observe and pointed out targets on the ground. These units are equipped with modern optical laser systems, indicating the location, portable computers and various means of communication. In this way Special Forces teams are able to identify targets invisible or undetected by unmanned reconnaissance assets. This fact alone contributes significantly to improving decisive impact of bombing and air strikes in Afghanistan.
Also innovative was tactical coordination, command and control special and air forces. Both targeting and fire support in joint operations are highly complex process. In practitioners and experts opinion are even more challenging due to non-contiguousnature of modern battlefield in particular that in Afghanistan. During Operation Enduring Freedom Special Forces units and headquarters elements were not able to accurately predict deployment and location of enemy groups and mobile targets. This situation meant that operations could not be planned in advance and there was no clearly defined area of operation. In order to overcome these problems, already during the operation coalition forces have developed and implemented a number of interesting methods worth mentioning.
First, developed operational design always contained two fundamental elements i.e. task and designated area of operations. Different from the previous one was combat space geometry since operating units were off each other and there was no line of separation. The fire support coordination elements included areas without fire, restricted areas of fire and kill-boxes 80 . Second in most cases, instead of pre-planning fire support increased use of direct fire control and indicating targets by Special Forces. If distinct teams came into unexpected contact with the enemy could expect immediate direct air support.
Alternatively, they could receive support of directed fire that could observe and adjust accordingly. In fact combat aircraft flying into area of operations, received target's position data only when teams operating on ground reported enemy positions in real time
81
. Such method was continued in Operation Iraqi Freedom, where one of Special Forces strategic importance key tasks was search for SCUD missiles and related installations in western Iraq.
They were often mobile and well hidden targets, so destroy them based on specified previously coordinates was possible only if location of targets has been confirmed by Special Forces reconnaissance elements operating in the area
82
. The ability to call for immediate air support meant that Special Forces units could operate in remote areas without support of heavy artillery and other land-based support elements
83
. Special Forces capabilities in identifying and destroying enemy command and control C2 SCUD missiles elements were extended by use of joint reconnaissance assets such as aerialunmanned vehicles. These means being at Combined Forces Air Component Commander disposal, routinely operated with Special Forces.
They were used to locate, identify, track and destroy such kind of targets. Video recordings were then transferred to other aircraft platforms such as the AC -130 "Spectra" -providingtargeting information already inengagementphase
84
. Moreover Special Forces teams used widelyBlue-Force system which strongly improved situational awareness and reduced friendly fire. Blue-Force is an automated tracking system that sends coded information every five or ten minutes, identifying units and giving their location in GPS coordinates. Tracking makes full use of Special Forces in the own plans framework. These measures also provide Special Forces teams' continuous communication with other land forces units and most importantly being recognizable by its own air assets
85
. Unmanned flying assets and Blue-force are excellent examples of growing interdependence special forces from advanced technology. A small team or even one soldier now have access to unprecedented levels of battlefield communications, data exchange intelligence and reconnaissance allowing build up so-called situational awareness.
Network Centric warfare by use advanced technology and proper tactics provides full advantage of information and enables quick and flexible deployment and use of all available means of combat. As for Special Forces they have adopted network-centric warfare with a great enthusiasm, which contributed to the fact that outcome of many special operations is now achieved even at individual soldier level.
There is a misconception that network-centricwarfare is merely a combination of different computer systems. In fact it relies on use both material factors (technical) as well as human resources. 
Cordesman, Lessons of Iraq, op. cit., pp. 363.
